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In the famous story of Sinuhe, the beginning of Sinuhe's fight with the 
rivalling ruler of Retjenu is described as follows: "(The people of) Retjenu had 
come, they had assembled their tribes and gathered their neighbouring peoples, 
they were intent on this fight. All hearts were anxious about me." The text 
continues with hm.wt tiy.W hr "j, which in the most straightforward 
interpretation would mean "women and men were upset" and has often, in my 
view rightly, been translated this way. 

Gardiner, who discussed the passage in his Notes on the Story of Sinuhe,2 

found the order "women and men" to be "most unnatural" and suggested that 
this pair of nouns was rather a genitive construction "women of men", possibly 
standing for something like "married women". Although Gardiner himself 
questioned his own suggestion later in the same book,3 his interpretation has 
been adopted by numerous scholars. 

While accepting Gardiner's genitive analysis, Goedicke analysed further the 
possible meaning of the expression "women of men" and suggested that it 
might indicate a social status between a concubine and a prostitute. In the 
passage cited, it would have been the concubines "of course, of Sinuhe 
himself who attended the spectacle.4 

Why did Gardiner and those who followed him consider the sequence "women 
and men" to be so awkward as to resort to an alternative construction which 
seems almost ridiculous in the given context? They were obviously guided 
here by their intuition about the usage in English and related European 
languages. In traditional English, the preferred order is generally male-female 
as can easily be illustrated by some examples from Shakespeare: 

All the world's a stage / And all the men and women merely players. 
As You Like It: act 2, scene 7 
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The juice of it on sleeping eyelids laid / Will make or man or woman 
madly dote. A Midsummer Night's Dream: act 2, scene 1 

Very many, men and women too. Antony and Cleopatra: act 5, scene 2 

The time is yet to come that she was ever respected with man, woman, or 
child. Measure for Measure: act 2, scene I 

But, thou knowest, winter tames man, woman, and beast." 
The Taming of the Shrew: act 4, scene I 

There are no corresponding expressions with "woman" first in Shakespeare's 
works. English native speakers tend to give this circumstance, which is 
primarily a purely syntactic one, a functional interpretation: they feel that the 
word order reflects a social hierarchy assigning the "first" place to the man and 
relegating the woman to a secondary role. Consequently, social changes of the 
20th century have brought about a higher incidence of the reverse order 
female-male. Just one example for that: 

That is how the Goddess meant for Womyn and men to relate; man only 
exists to serve Womyn. 
(http://www.gynarchy.org/texts/phil/correctness.rtf) 

Note here also the capitalizing of "Womyn" as well as the specialized feminist 
writing with -y- that visually distinguishes the word from any association with 
"man" / "men". 

While the political interpretation of word order may be valid for English, it is 
far from clear whether the same principles can be applied to Egyptian. Cooper 
and Ross, the authors of the classical linguistic paper on the order of conjoined 
elements,5 show that the number of conjoined pairs with a fixed order is 
astonishingly large. Some examples for English are "here and there", "sooner 
or later", "father and grandfather", "father and son", "husband and wife", "one 
or two", "more or less", "Mick Jaggcr and the Rolling Stones", "sun and 
moon", "flora and fauna", and many more, all of which sound uncommon or 
even bizarre when they are reversed. But they also observed that the preferred 
order varies greatly among the world's languages and that there is no universal, 
single principle for coordinate order. Despite the fact that fixed conjoined pairs 
play an important role in everyday discourse, the topic is still given little 
attention in general linguistics and has been ignored in practically all 
grammatical descriptions of individual languages. 

Let us now consider how male-female pairs arc ordered in Egyptian. At first 
glance, we find that in Egyptian, as in English, the order male-female is 
strongly preferred for most coordinate items, such as: 
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ntr.w ntr.wt gods and goddesses' 

servants and maids7 

,6 

hm.w hm.wt 

mwt mwt.t a dead man or a dead woman' 8 

z z.t r-pw a man or a woman9 

z z.t 35 35 men and women i n 

z 3 z.t 3 3 men and 3 women 11 

rim.(w) rlm.(w)t Asian men and Asian women12 

hsj.w hsj.wt hnw.w hnw.wt male singers and female singers, 
male musicians and female musicians 13 

Examples of this kind are very frequent. Here only a few attestations for each 
case have been given and additional examples can easily be compiled. 
Instances of the reverse order, however, are difficult to find. In all the 
examples cited above, one can observe that the feminine noun is derived from 
the corresponding masculine noun by means of the gender marker -t. 

The evidence provided so far indeed appears to support the idea that a 
sequence "women and men" was next to impossible in Egyptian. When we 
proceed to additional examples of the noun sequence hm.wt tiy.w, of which 
quite a few do actually exist, there is at least one instance where Gardiner's 
genitive analysis does seem convincing: in Gardiner's Ramesside 
Administrative Documents, "3 hm.wt tiy.w" are mentioned and subsequently 
three female names are enumerated.14 It is therefore clear that in this case the 
hm.wt tiy.w must all be women, possibly "women of men" (= married women). 

In other examples, the interpretation either as a genitive group or as a 
coordinate group appears feasible. In Chapter 125 of the Book of the Dead, the 
deceased asserts: n nk=j hm.t tly,[5 traditionally translated as "I did not have 
intercourse with the woman of a man (? = a woman married to another man )". 
Alternatively, if one assumes that the verb nk can in itself have a negative 
connotation meaning "to perform adultery with", the interpretation as a 
coordinate pair would also make good sense: "I did not perform adultery with 
a woman or a man". It is curious to note that the papyrus of Lady Ns-ti-nb.t-

jsrw reverses the order to say n nk=j tiy hm.wt, which can likewise be taken 
cither as "I did not have intercourse with a man of (other?) women", or as "I 
did not perform adultery with men or women". 
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Another ambiguous case is spr.n^j hm pr.w hm.wt t'j (Metternich's stela 53).16 

The goddess Isis is speaking here, saying: "I then reached the houses of 
women and men / of women of men". 

Then, there are examples in which taking hm.ttiy as a genitive group may still 
be grammatically acceptable, but is clearly inferior to a coordinate analysis 
with "and/or": 

jw^fsbjn=<J> jtj.wmw.wt (...)jw=f ns-fhm.t tiy 17 

it (greediness) alienates fathers and mothers ... it separates woman and 
man (rather than "the woman of a man") 

jrgrt wjn{t}.t(j)~j{j) nb pi rkw m hm.wt tij.w 18 

but whoever will reject this salary, be it women or men 

Said of a drunken person: nn s tni^fhm.t tiy 19 

He will not (be able to) distinguish between a woman and a man 
(somewhat uncertain due to broken context) 

In the following example, with an explicitly added r-pw "or", a genitive 
interpretation is definitely out of place: 

In a prescription: wt h.t hr^s n.t hm.ttiy r-pw 0 

the belly of the woman or man (i.e. the patient) is to be dressed with it 

In several other examples, the occurrence of the word sbn "mixed" (or more 
freely: "together") inserted into the phrase proves that only coordinated nouns 
can be meant: 

hm.wt sbn m tij.w jiw.w hr hrd.wlx 

women together with men (lit.: women mixed with men), elders as well as 
children 

mrr.w n'.t^fdmd.t hm.wt sbn.w hr tiy.w 22 

beloved of his whole town, the women together with the men 

dj~j n^k Ti-mrj m sms n jb^k hm.wt sbn m tij.w23 

I give you Egypt as servants of your heart, the women together with the 
men 

z nb ntj m-hnt^sn rnd.tyn ki=s hm.wt sbn hr tij.w24 

everybody who lives within them shall be subjects to her ka, the women 
together with the men 
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In the light of these examples, it has probably become clear that the female-
male sequence hm.wt Hy.w "women and men" cannot have been "unnatural" 
for the Egyptians. As for the male-female pairs cited above, I believe that they 
are not to be explained by a rule stating that coordinate pairs occur in the order 
male-female, or alternatively, "important - less important", "high-low in 
status", or the like. Rather, I suggest that conjoined nouns are arranged by a 
purely grammatical principle, namely in the order "morphologically basic -
morphologically derived". In this view, the generally dominant order male-
female is, in Egyptian, not a primary linguistic rule with a social or political 
background, but only a side effect of the fact that many feminine nouns 
grammatically derive from masculine nouns. The preference for the sequence 
"morphologically basic - morphologically derived" is again only one aspect of 
a very general rule in Egyptian stating that shorter items tend to be placed 
before longer items. This rule can be observed in several areas of Egyptian 
grammar and is also known as a stylistic device in Egyptian literature by the 
term "schwerer Schluss" ("weighty last element").25 

Since hm.t "woman" is not a morphological derivation from Hy "man", the rule 
cannot apply and coordinate order is free for this pair. Alongside hm.wt Hy.w, 
the alternative order Hy.w hm.wt "men and women", which Gardiner would 
have expected, is likewise possible and well attested."6 

One example which demonstrates quite clearly that Egyptian coordinate nouns 
are not arranged in the order of descending social status is the expression 
which we would probably put as "gods and men", even if this may not be a 
very common phrase for us who live in a monotheistic culture. It turns out that 
in Egyptian the order is in fact very often rmt.w ntr.w "men and gods".2 7 This 
order is at least as prominent as, and probably more frequent than the reverse 
ntr.w rmt.w "gods and men".28 Both orders are found as textual variants in 
Kitchen, Rcunesside Inscriptions II, 270. Phrases such as jw jrj.n-j hzz.t rmt.w 
hrr.t ntr.w hr^s "I did what men praise and what the gods are content with",29 

in this order, are very common in Egyptian texts. 

There is no doubt that the Egyptians did honour their gods. This fact even has 
an effect on writing, where the well-known rule of "honorific transposition" of 
hieroglyphs is regularly applied to terms for deities but not for men, unless 
they were pharaohs."' How ev er, the social hierarchy god-man had no effect on 
how these terms are arranged in coordination. Since neither of the two terms is 
grammatically derived from the other by means of a suffix, the rule that I 
suggest as the actually valid one cannot be applied, which leaves both orders 
equally possible. 
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The principles for arranging coordinate nouns also seem to be valid for parallel 
clauses containing such nouns. Parallel clauses may include either tty.w "men" 
in the first clause and hm.wt "women" in the second, or vice versa. The 
following utterances from the Mammisi in Edfu may suggest that female 
speakers preferred to put the woman first and male speakers the man, but a 
more detailed examination would be needed to corroborate this idea. The 
goddess Hathor addresses the king as follows: 

dj^j mrw.t^k m h.t n hm.wt jmi n^k mh{?) tiy.w 31 

I let love of you be in the bellies of the women, and respect for you fill(?) 
the men 

Her son Ihy, however, decides to express a similar content in reversed order: 

d j ' j mrw.t-khr tiy.w sjj.t=khr hm.wt32 

I place love of you among the men, and awe of you among the women 

Another pair of nouns where, like tjj and hm.t, the words are specified for 
gender but not morphologically derived from one another is jtj "father" and 
mw.t "mother". Although it appears that here the male-female order is 
statistically more prevalent,33 the reverse order is again rather common as 
shown by the following citations: 

ntk mw.t jtj n jry=k nb 34 

you are mother and father for all those you created 

j Rc msj tm.w mw.t jtj n jr.t nb 35 

o Ra, who bore everyone, mother and father of all men! 

pi hnw n H^j mw.t pl^j jtj36 

my mother's and father's tomb 

sn.(wj) 2 nwr mw.t n wrjtj37 

two brothers from one mother and one father 

mw.t mw.t^j mw.tjtj~(j)38 

my grandmother and my grandfather 

mw.t rsj.w jtj [mh.ty.w 39 

mother of the Southerners, father of the Northerners 

Examples are particularly instructive which show the order female-male where 
the feminine noun is basic, and male-female where the feminine noun is 
derived, side by side: 
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mw.t~(j) jtj^{j) sn=(J) hnrsn.t~{j)40 

my mother, my father, my brother and my sister 

The derived feminine noun sn.t "sister" must follow the base noun sn "brother", 
whereas the root word mw.t "mother" can precede///' "father". Similarly: 

srj srj.tsn sn.t n ti^w mw.tpfcwjtj 41 

a son, daughter, brother or sister of their mother or their father 

Let us finally turn to the title of this article. English has a dominating male-
female order, but a unique exception exists in the phrase "ladies and 
gentlemen", which is given preference over *"gentlemen and ladies" for 
specific reasons of politeness which are not to be discussed here. On the 
surface, Egyptian usage seems to be similar in that the order male-female is 
preferred in general, but there are exceptions for specific nouns, in particular 
the group hm.t tij. I have tried to show that, while there is a superficial 
similarity in usage between both languages, the principles governing 
coordinate order are nevertheless quite different. 
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